STEP 1. Start by sliding shelf locking collar (F), then shelf assembly (A) onto bottom two bottom vertical poles (B). Repeat for second shelf assembly. Insert two feet (E) into bottom of bottom vertical poles (B).

STEP 2. Loosen two hanging rod lock assemblies (H) and slide onto one side of assembled shelf section from step 1. Slide the other (H) onto remaining bottom vertical pole (B). Insert each end of hanging rod (I) into (H) on both and tighten. Insert and lock all three middle vertical poles (C) by sliding into (B) and locking. Hanging rod can now be repositioned higher onto vertical pole (C) if desired. Insert remaining foot (E) onto bottom of (B).

STEP 3. Place three vertical pole lock assemblies (G) onto top of middle vertical poles (C). Insert top vertical poles with claw (D) and tighten (G).

Note: Completed Closet Rod System can be installed on a standard closet rod, or on a wire shelf.

Note: Parts (G) and (H) come pre-assembled.

Note: Poles (B&C) slide into groove and twist to lock.